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Process Paper

I first gained interest in my topic after hearing a story about it from my uncle, who had worked

for the NSA for a few years. I was so shocked at what had happened with Snowden and how that

had affected the NSA so greatly. After hearing these stories, I immediately became fascinated

with the topic, and as soon as I learned that I was doing NHD, this topic was instantly my first

choice.

This relates to the topic of debate and diplomacy because over time, it has brought up many

controversies. For decades, the government has debated whether or not the NSA has the rights to

surveillance. And many arguments have been made about other events involving the NSA’s

abuse of power

I bought a book about my topic written by a primary source. I used this as my main book source,

read the chapters that focused more on my topic, and made notes. I read a few other books on

mass surveillance, and used those on my project as well. I then watched several primary source

interviews that gave a lot of firsthand information, read a lot of articles, and chose which ones

would work best for my paper. I also looked at a few documents that Snowden had released to

get a better understanding of the main event of my paper. I looked through secondary sources

that gave a lot of current and past information that I used throughout my project. I also conducted

an interview with my uncle and he answered a lot of questions. I used his answers as notes for

my project and those helped out a lot with understanding my topic more.



I revised my rough draft paper and made sure that it read smoothly. And I made sure that I

wasn’t too wordy and that I didn’t misspell anything. I also cut some unnecessary paragraphs out

of my paper. And I even added some more sources to give more information on my topic.

My argument is that mass surveillance is wrong, and it violates people’s privacy and their right

to have their information kept safe. The NSA should not go back to doing what it was doing

before. It was not right and they were doing it without citizens' permission as well. I disagree that

mass surveillance brings positive results when we use it in this way.

My topic is important in history, because it really showed what was really going on with the

government. A lot of people finally realized where their information was going and therefore

stood up for their rights.



On September 11, 2001 when the World Trade Center was attacked by terrorists, the government

decided to surveil all citizens to prevent another attack. Later, in 2013, Edward Snowden

released classified documents to WikiLeaks that involved surveillance information that the NSA

had been keeping secret. These revelations created a debate whether the government should be

allowed to surveil citizens that closely. Ultimately, the documents showed the wrongdoing of the

NSA, and brought hate and distrust towards the government. While mass surveillance seems like

a good idea to preserve national security, it violates people’s rights to have their information

protected.

Early Beginnings Of The NSA

Breaking German and Japanese codes was one of the main reasons that the NSA was created by

President Harry Truman. He decided that having something such as the NSA would be beneficial

for our country. And on November 4, 1952, the NSA was officially created (HSDL). It was also

created to further help with communications and to be used for security purposes amongst the

government (NSA). The government also felt that having an individual record on citizens’ was a

better idea to keep track of U.S. citizens (“NSA History"). To be more specific, President

Truman said, “[The NSA was created] to provide an effective, unified organization and control

of the communications intelligence activities of the United States conducted against foreign

governments.” (“A Short History of the NSA”). And it has always been an independent agency

even though it works inside the Department of Defense (DOD). But unlike today, no one knew of

this “secret” security agency (“A Short History of the NSA”).
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The History of an Unknown Agency

From 1967 to 1973, about 2,000 people were being watched by the government. This method

was used to be able to find terrorists and drug traffickers. There were other big events prior to

9/11 that the NSA played a small role in, such as, The Cuban Missile Crisis. The Cuban Missile

Crisis was an issue between the Soviet Union and the United States that led to a “war” between

the two countries (Hamilton). And even the Safe Streets Act that was issued 1968. The Safe

Streets Act made it so that if wiretapping were to occur, there had to be a court order involved

(“NSA Timeline”). This made citizens feel safer knowing that their information was safe. But in

1974, President Richard Nixon broke the trust of citizens and was accused of bribery, illegal

wiretapping, perjury, and several other accusations involving abuse of his power as president.

These events caused him to resign from office (McNiff). And over time, things got worse. In

October of 1994 The Communications Assistance For Law Enforcement Act was issued and

made it so that the government had all access, given by telecommunication providers, to all

electronic records (“NSA Timeline”).

A Sense of Control

Because the NSA rarely had Congress review its information, in the past and to this day, it is the

most secret government agency. That is a big reason that most people didn’t know about it until

later (“NSA History”). However, in 1975 General Lou Allen said that most of the records were

important and that they were helpful to the U.S. But he had a point and continued to say that

there needed to be some more control with the information being collected and that is what

ultimately birthed the idea of one of the most famous acts dealing with the NSA, the FISA Act
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(Schorr). Before 1952 when the NSA was created, only businesses or private detectives were the

ones wiretapping and no one really paid attention or even thought about that. But when the

Supreme Court let everyone know that police wiretapping was occurring in many places and that

it was completely legal, many people disagreed with this idea. But later on, it proved an effective

implementation for finding information and more people came to like the idea. That is until more

surveillance issues occurred (White).

The Effects of A Global Tragedy

On September 11, 2001, the terrorist group known as Al Qaeda hijacked 3 planes with a plan to

attack the Pentagon and the World Trade Center. Successfully hitting both targets; killing

everyone aboard these flights, and severely injuring thousands. Another plane was hijacked and

headed towards the White House however, citizens aboard the flight took control and the plane

ended up crashing in a field (“9/11 | HISTORY''). After the events of 9/11, the Patriot Act was

put into place. The Patriot Act made it so that the government could surveil more and so that

they could track terrorists. It also allowed government officials to request court orders to have

access to business records (“Patriot Act (DOJ)”). The Patriot Act was also created for other

reasons too, such as, “To require all appropriate elements of the financial services industry to

report potential money laundering” and “To strengthen measures to prevent use of the U.S.

financial system for personal gain by corrupt foreign officials…” (“DNI”).  The Patriot Act

mostly increased the levels of surveillance and the ability to access more information with the

help of the FISA Act  (Patriot Act Sec. 215). The Patriot Act ended up working in some

circumstances. A homeland security expert named James Carafano said, “We’ve stopped 28
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terrorist attacks since 9/11,” and concluded with “The Patriot Act has been a big part of that.” In

some ways, the Patriot Act has shown a little growth for our country, but that does not go without

saying that there have been issues with it as well (Hudson). Issues with the privacy of U.S.

citizens have come up since the Patriot Act was first created. Even though the Fourth

Amendment stated that people must get a court approved warrant for searches; many of those

rights were violated in multiple situations (Minow).

Unforseen Revelations

The real problem arose when Edward Snowden released classified documents for the whole

world to see. He very much disagreed with how the government was doing things and wanted the

public to see the truth like he says here:

“I acted on my belief that the NSA's mass surveillance programs would not withstand a

constitutional challenge, and that the American public deserved a chance to see these

issues determined by open courts. Today, a secret program authorized by a secret court

was, when exposed to the light of day, found to violate Americans' rights. It is the first of

many." (Snowden)

He released about 10,000 classified documents, this only being a small portion of the amount he

stole (Riechmann). This caused many more problems that the government would end up having

to fix. Many U.S citizens didn’t like the government anymore because of these practices. An

article on the subject said that over 44% of Americans disagreed and that this “harmed” citizens

(Geiger). This was just the beginning of finding out about the government’s secret surveillance
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methods. Although Edward Snowden had already exposed the NSA, the NSA decided to “admit”

to collecting this illegal and unwarranted information. In other circumstances, they also claimed

that they had no idea of such illegal and unwarranted information (Satter). In fact, the FISA court

had also known about a plethora of these surveillance methods, and as a result of the Snowden

revelations were also forced to confront these facts (Edgar 57). The NSA then decided to quit

collecting some of the information and stopped the telephone program. This is where the

telephone program was almost replaced with the Freedom Act (Savage). And when the time

came around to renew the Patriot Act, many voted against it due to the exposure of the classified

documents (Edgar). Quite a few people within the government such as Justin Amash and John

Conyers used their power to form an alliance to stop the collection of unwarranted information.

They were a part of the act that made it so that the government couldn’t look at your information

without your permission unless you were a part of an ongoing investigation. This act was known

as the “Limiting Internet and Blanket Electronic Review of Telecommunication and Email Act”

or LIBERT-E Act (“Conyers and Amash '').

Reforming A Nation

Soon after, Obama was pressured into fixing these issues. While trying to clean up the mess of

Edward Snowden and the NSA, President Obama developed the “President's Review Group on

Intelligence and Communications Technologies.” There were then limits imposed on the

government to stop collecting this much information. The review group tried to limit the

collection of illegal and unwarranted information, help support more privacy for foreign citizens,

and in short, begin to fix the surveillance state (Morell et al.). But the problem wasn’t quite over
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yet, because the estimated costs of the release of these documents was $52.6 billion and counting

(Robertson). The Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board (PCLOB) reviewed the telephone

information records and found that collecting this telephone information was unimportant. The

end decision was to officially shut the program down (PCLOB). The government also tried to

pass the Freedom Act, a bill that was supposed to ban the ability to collect citizens' private

information (USA FREEDOM ACT). Unfortunately, the government wasn’t able to get enough

votes in order to become eligible to vote for the Freedom Act (Edgar 104). As a result of this, the

government had some limits imposed upon them, but they still had a right to collect some

information.

During a conference with President Barack Obama he said that he was working with the

Attorney General to protect citizens’ safety and to let them keep their information private.

However, he did say that the government, in fact, was not watching ordinary citizens, but other

sources say otherwise (Obama). But he also wanted people to know that they were safe, like he

says here:

“What you’ve got is two programs that were originally authorized by Congress, have

been repeatedly authorized by Congress. Bipartisan majorities have approved them.

Congress is continually briefed on how these are conducted. There are a whole range of

safeguards involved.” (Obama).

Many people disagreed with the ways he was trying to protect citizens and trying to fix the

surveillance issues, because they felt that he wasn’t working hard enough to accomplish these

things (ACLU). But by changing these things and working to fix them, it would greatly affect

him as president. Because letting go of the surveillance could bring up higher chances of terrorist
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attacks (Bump).

Foreign Involvement

While in the process of reforming the NSA, the German intelligence force known as The

Bundesnachrichtendienst (BND) got involved. They started collaborating with the U.S.

government. But then during the NSA's work with the BND, it was revealed that the NSA was

actually spying on Angela Merkel (Chancellor of Germany) through her phone. Her phone

number was recorded in the NSA's Special Collection Service, and it had allegedly been there for

over ten years (Rawlinson). In the end, the BND decided to stop sharing the information they

collected with the NSA. Even though the German intelligence force had actually helped the NSA

spy on Europe in the past (Reuters Staff). But helping spy on European companies is one of the

reasons the BND and the NSA no longer wanted to work together. But, the separation between

the two organizations was mostly because the BND decided to suddenly stop surveilling online

(Connolly).

What The People Think

Many citizens believe the government has gone above the general expectation for security and

safety when protecting citizens information. And currently, there are people who are working to

make sure that citizens have the right to protect their information. The American Civil Liberties

Union (ACLU) has been a prime supporter of changing these surveillance "practices" that are
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keeping track of US citizens; and are trying to win back the freedom of US citizens (ACLU). The

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) is an organization that works to protect the rights and

civil liberties of citizens in the U.S. It was founded in 1920 and to this day continues to work in

the courts to help gain more freedom for citizens based on the laws in this country. They

continue to be a prime supporter when it comes to citizens' protection involving the mass

surveillance issue. When the Snowden revelations came and citizens were distressed, they were

there first to fight back against the government and help the surveillance state (“ACLU”).

There are many citizens who thought that the government should be able to access all of

our information and weren't concerned about the situation whatsoever (Abdullah). The way

people look at the situation is that if you have nothing to hide, why be upset over mass

surveillance in the first place? And that if people are “watching over you” that’s not an invasion

of your privacy (Marlinspike). But what happens when protection goes too far? People’s private

information is being accessed by other people they don’t even know (ProPublica).

While distrust came from citizens towards the Obama administration, many also felt that the

Obama administration was the only thing to be trusted. Many people thought that we might as

well just get rid of the NSA and the Obama administration, but Charles Krauthammer had an

even better idea. He said "The object is not to abolish these vital programs, it's to fix them."

(Friedersdorf). When it comes from a political stance, more Republicans (about 56%) disagreed

with mass surveillance, and less Democrats disagreed (about 48%). So when it comes to the

debate on mass surveillance, this opinion could, hypothetically, have a lot to do with how they

view the government politically (Gao). Mass surveillance might have even made it easier for

terrorists looking to attack our country. The wide range of surveillance that was taking place
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made it less difficult for real criminals to slip through the cracks; therefore harder to target those

individuals. In the end, mass surveillance never brought hope or positive changes for our

country. (Schirmer and Omtzigt).

In conclusion, the NSA’s choice to illegally collect citizens' information didn’t bring as many

positives that were intended. Although this choice prevented attacks on the U.S. and helped find

terrorists, the government has spent time debating whether or not to keep up with these

surveillance methods and in the end decided that it wasn’t effective and it needed to be stopped.

Snowden made the right choice by revealing classified documents to the whole world. The

government should have worked harder to protect citizens’ information, Obama made the right

choice by reforming the NSA, and we as a country need to be able to stand up for our civil

liberties. These events are important in history, because they show how surveillance has changed

this country, how the government has fixed their mistakes, and how we as a nation deserve to

have our information protected.
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Primary Sources

ACLU. American Civil Liberties Union,  https://www.aclu.org/faqs.

Accessed 24 March 2022.

This article is a primary source because the American Civil Liberties Union played a big role

helping citizens win back their civil rights after the Snowden revelations. In this Frequently

Asked Questions section of the ACLU’s main website, I was able to find out how helpful

they

were during the surveillance crisis and that helped add to my prior knowledge of them. I

learned from this how they have helped with so many other things than just surveillance, but

mostly I was able to interpret how they clearly were a big help during the surveillance crisis.

ACLU. “PRIVACY AND SURVEILLANCE.” ACLU,

https://www.aclu.org/issues/national-security/privacy-and-surveillance.

This article is a primary source because the American Civil Liberties Union was actually a part

of the fight against having the rights to have our personal information protected. In this

article I learned about how the ACLU has been working rigorously to help U.S. citizens

keep their privacy. I used that information as a part of the effects section of the paper



because it helped explain what improvements several organizations have been doing to

improve the safety of our information.

ACLU. “WHERE DOES THE PRESIDENT STAND ON NSA REFORM?” ACLU,

https://www.aclu.org/issues/national-security/privacy-and-surveillance/where-does-presid

ent-stand-nsa-reform.

This is a primary source because the American Civil Liberties Union was a big supporter of

having citizens' personal information protected. In this article I learned that after the

speech made by President Obama, many people disagreed with how he was planning on

fixing the NSA’s issues. I used this information as a part of the effects section of my

paper because it showed how people were viewing the President and his ideas during

those trying times.

Edgar, Timothy H. Beyond Snowden. 2017 ed., vol. 1, Washington D.C., Brookings Institution

Press, 2017. 1 vols.

This is a primary source because the author happened to work for the ACLU and he worked

inside the intelligence community with a group of “watchdogs” as he called it. I learned

about the FISA court admitting to knowing about surveillance, renewing the Patriot Act,

and more information on the Freedom Act. I used this source in the main event section of

my paper multiple times.



HSDL. “National Security Agency Established.” Homeland Security Digital Library,

https://www.hsdl.org/c/tl/national-security-agency-established/. Accessed 16 February

2022.

This is a primary source because it is an article on the Homeland Security website about the

beginning of the NSA. I learned about how breaking foreign codes played a big role in

the creation of the NSA. I used this in the backstory section of my paper to further

understand the reasons why the NSA was created.

NSA. The Early History of NSA. Documents of the creation and first years of the NSA.

NSA.gov,

https://www.nsa.gov/portals/75/documents/news-features/declassified-documents/cryptol

ogic-spectrum/early_history_nsa.pdf.

This is a primary source because I found it on the official NSA website and it was a whole series

of documents explaining the early years and events of the NSA. I learned from these

documents about when the NSA was created and how it was created to help with the

security and communications of the government. I used this in my backstory section of

the paper to start from the very beginning and explain the very reason the NSA exists and

why we even have surveillance.

Obama. Obama presents NSA reforms with a plan to end government storage of call data.

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jan/17/obama-nsa-reforms-end-storage-americans-call

-dataObama interview/press conference. 17 January 2014.



This is a primary source because it was an interview with President Barack Obama on NSA

surveillance and how he is working to fix it. I learned that President Obama was trying to

figure things out, and he was really trying to fix the issues with the NSA. I used this in

my effects section because I would like to point out that he really did try to fix things and

the effects of him trying to fix things.

Obama, Barack. https://www.politico.com/story/2013/06/obama-nsa-surveillance-092410.

This is a primary source because it is a direct quote from President Barack Obama.  I learned

from this about how he was kind of trying to make sure that people knew that they were

safe and that things were protected. I used this as one of my block quotes because I felt

that having more information on the fact that Obama wanted me to make sure that people

knew that they were protected, was important.

PCLOB. “Report on the Telephone Records Program.” 23 January 2014,

https://irp.fas.org/offdocs/pclob-215.pdf.

This is the primary source because President Barack Obama created the “PRIVACY AND CIVIL

LIBERTIES OVERSIGHT BOARD” (PCLOB), and this is the document that explained

why the collecting of telephone information stopped. I learned from this that after the

PCLOB took the time to look through the telephone information, it was not necessary. I

used this information in my main event section to show how often the government was

changing its mind and why all of its programs didn’t last long.



Snowden, Edward https://www.inspiringquotes.us/quotes/g4ky_lsgTvOP4.

This is a primary source, because it is a direct quote from Edward Snowden. I learned from this,

that what Snowden did was show the people the truth, and that was his intent from the very

beginning. I used this as one of my block quotes because I felt that it was important to have a

quote from someone as important as him.

UNITING AND STRENGTHENING AMERICA BY PROVIDING APPROPRIATE TOOLS

REQUIRED TO INTERCEPT AND OBSTRUCT TERRORISM (USA PATRIOT ACT)

ACT OF 2001. 26 October 2001,

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/PLAW-107publ56/pdf/PLAW-107publ56.pdf

This is a primary source because it is the real Patriot Act document. I learned from this that the

Patriot Act made the amount of surveillance increase by a lot. I used this to show just

how powerful the Patriot Act was.

USA FREEDOM Act of 2014. --Access to the Freedom Act document.

https://www.leahy.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/USA%20FREEDOM%20Act--background.pdf

This is a primary source because it's the document of the act known as the Freedom Act that the

government tried to pass to stop bulk collection, but unfortunately didn’t get enough

votes in order for it to pass. I learned from this document all of the ways the government

was trying to improve by creating the Freedom Act and how they were planning on doing

that. I used this in my main event section of my paper to show how the government tried

to fix the surveillance issues.



Secondary Sources

“9/11 Timeline - Videos, World Trade Center Attacks - HISTORY.” History.com,

https://www.history.com/topics/21st-century/9-11-timeline. Accessed 14 January 2022

This video is a secondary source because it is an article on the events that occurred on September

11, 2001. In this article, I learned about how all of the events occurred and in what order.

I used this information in my build-up section of the paper to explain what terrible events

not only destroyed our country, but led to mass surveillance.

“A Short History of the NSA - JURIST - Archives - Legal News & Commentary.” Jurist.org, 22

July 2013, https://www.jurist.org/archives/feature/nsa-overview-2/. Accessed 13 December 2021.

This is a secondary source because it is an article written on the history of the NSA. I learned in

this article about reasons the NSA was created and why the government thought it would

be effective. I used this source in the backstory section of my paper to give more

information on the beginning history and origin of the NSA.

Abdullah, Halimah. “Survey: Americans Divided on Government Surveillance.” NBC News, 9

June 2015,

https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/nsa-snooping/survey-americans-divided-government-surveil
la

nce-n372276. Accessed 24 February 2022.

This is a secondary source, because it is an article on the divided opinions of citizens when it

comes to mass surveillance. I learned about how some citizens agree with mass surveillance. I
used

this source in the counterclaim section of my paper to show the opposite argument of my topic.



Bump, Philip. “The Upside of NSA Reform Is Far Too Small for Obama to Ignore the

Downside.” The Atlantic, 16 January 2014,

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/01/upside-nsa-reform-far-too-small-ob

ama-ignore-downside/357076/.

This is a secondary source because it is an article about the reforming of the NSA. I learned from

this source that Obama didn’t know much about what was really going on inside the NSA

surveillance. I decided to use this article in the effects section because I felt that it would

be a good example of how dysfunctional communication within the government can

cause serious problems.

“Conyers, Amash Introduce Bipartisan LIBERT-E Bill to Address National Security Agency

Surveillance.” U.S. House Judiciary Committee, 18 June 2013,

https://judiciary.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=717.

This is a secondary source because it is an article that involves two government workers who in

the midst of the surveillance crisis decided that they needed to stop unwarranted

surveillance and the collection of citizens' private information. In this article I learned

about the LIBERT-E bill that the two men created, that made a stop to the collection of

this unwarranted information. I put this in the main event section of the paper because I

felt that it would be good to show the steps people were taking just after Snowden’s

release of the classified documents.



Connolly, Kate. “German secret service BND reduces cooperation with NSA.” Guardian, 7 May

2015,

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/07/german-secret-service-bnd-restricts-co

operation-nsa-us-online-surveillance-spy.

This is a secondary source because it is an article on how the German government worked with

the U.S. government for a short period of time when dealing with surveillance. I learned

from this that after the BND stopped doing online surveillance the NSA slowly drifted

away and stopped working with the NSA, because they no longer needed to. I used this in

the effects section because I felt that it would be a good idea to explain the government's

past work with the BND and why that plays a big role in what events happened shortly

after, with Angela Merkel.

Friedersdorf, Conor. “Why Are People So Distrustful of Big Government?” The Atlantic, 18

June 2013,

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2013/06/why-are-people-so-distrustful-of-bi

g-government/276963/.

This is a secondary source because it is an article on how citizens became distrustful of the

government after Snowden's release of the documents. I learned from this article about

how many people were trusting in the Obama administration and how many people

weren’t, and how people thought that these security methods just needed to be fixed. I

used this information in the effects part of my paper because this is one of the most

important effects of the government surveilling U.S. citizens.



Gao, George. “What Americans think about NSA surveillance, national security and privacy.”

Pew Research Center, 29 May 2015,

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/05/29/what-americans-think-about-nsa-surv

eillance-national-security-and-privacy/.

This is a secondary source because it is an article written on how politics might have something

to do with what people think of surveillance. I learned from this article about how politics

played into what people thought of mass surveillance. I used this in the effects part of my

paper because I feel that showing what people think of mass surveillance and why they

might think that is important.

Geiger, A.W. “How Americans have viewed government surveillance and privacy since

Snowden leaks.” Pew Research Center, 4 June 2018,

https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/06/04/how-americans-have-viewed-govern

ment-surveillance-and-privacy-since-snowden-leaks/.

This is a secondary source because it is an article written about what Americans thought about

surveillance after what happened with Snowden. I learned from this article that quite a

big amount of people disagreed with these surveillance methods. I used this in the main

event section because being able to understand what happened with mass surveillance

and what the public thought about it, is something crucial when writing about any topic.

Hamilton, Alexander. “National Security Agency.” Ballotpedia,

https://ballotpedia.org/National_Security_Agency. Accessed 14 December 2021.



This is a secondary source because it is an article written about the events that have happened

over the course of NSA history. I learned from this article that there were programs in the

past to find drug traffickers and terrorists, and that the NSA was involved in many other

historical events. I used this in the backstory section of my paper to give background on

how the NSA has evolved and why it has always been focused around many of the same

things.

Hudson, David L. “Patriot Act.” Freedom Forum Institute,

https://www.freedomforuminstitute.org/first-amendment-center/topics/freedom-of-speech-2/libra

ries-first-amendment-overview/patriot-act/. Accessed 18 January 2021.

This is a secondary source because it was an article on the Patriot Act and what it did. I learned

from this article that although the Patriot Act failed in many areas, it also succeeded in

many ways as well. I used this in the build-up section of my paper because I felt that by

explaining what good things came out of the Patriot Act is important, because it wasn’t

just a big fail.

McNiff, Catherine. “Timeline of US Spying and Surveillance - History.” Infoplease,

https://www.infoplease.com/history/us/timeline-us-spying-and-surveillance. Accessed 14

December 2021.

Is a secondary source because it is an article about the timeline of events that have occurred with

U.S. surveillance.  I learned from this article about what happened with President Richard

Nixon, just after people started to feel like their information was being protected. I used



this information in the backstory section of my paper just to get more detailed with other

surveillance mishaps in the past.

Morell, Michael, et al. “Liberty and Security in a Changing World.” 18 December 2013,

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/2013/12/18/liberty-and-security-changing-wo

rld.

This is a secondary source because it is an article on President Obama creating the PCLOB. I

learned that because of the PCLOB, foreign citizens had more privacy and the collecting

of unwarranted information was stopped. I used this in the effects section because Obama

tried to make a difference after the Snowden leaks and he really did, and that is

something that is important to point out.

Minow, Mary. “Constitutional Rights Foundation.” Constitutional Rights Foundation,

https://www.crf-usa.org/bill-of-rights-in-action/bria-19-4-a-the-patriot-act-what-is-the-pr

oper-balance-between-national-security-and-individual-rig.

This is a secondary source because it is an article on what would be better for surveillance, and

how things went wrong. I learned that many government officials never got a court
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